This paper represents the first systematic effort to describe the historical foundations of radiation hormesis. Spanning the years from 1898 to the early 1940's the paper constructs and assesses the early history ofsuch research and evaluates how advances in related scientific fields affected the course of hormetic related research. The present effort was designed to not only address this gap in current knowledge, but to offer a toxicological basis for how the concept of hormetic dose-response relationships may affect the nature ofthe bioassay and its role in the risk assessment process.
Introduction
Since 1980 there have been two books concerning radiation hormesis,l 2various international symposia directly related to this topic,3 and a substantial number of articles. However, none of these attempts to describe and assess the concept of radiation hormesis has addressed, except in a very limited fashion, the historical foundations of this concept. In fact, we have been unable to uncover any attempt to assess this topic, even in the earlier decades of the 20th century, despite a substantial effort to uncover such possible efforts. This paper therefore is designed to provide a comprehensive and critical review of the historical foundations of radiation hormesis, with particular emphasis on ionizing radiation. The timeframe of the paper encompasses the late 1890's to approximately 1940. A parallel type of evaluation was recently published concerning the historical foundations of chemical hormesisv and how it became marginalized within the toxicological community. 9 At the onset of this paper it is important to define the term hormesis. Hormesis is a concept that describes the nature of dose-response relationships in biological systems as displaying a stimulatory response at low doses and an inhibitory response at higher doses. Recently Calabrese and Baldwinl°ll have attempted to quantitatively define this relationship with respect to the dose range of the stimulatory response, the maximum stimulatory *Correspondence: EJ Calabrese Received 15 October 1999; accepted 15 October 1999 response and the relationship of the maximum stimulatory response to the traditional toxicological No Observed Adverse Effect Level (NOAEL). Although this proposed scheme is consistent with the vast majority of data currently assessed on this topic, notable and reliable exceptions do exist to this framework and have recently required a broader delineation of the above defined nature of the hormetic dose-response relationship and its mechanistic underpinnings." The present paper has been guided in this evaluation of hormesis by the above quantitative criteria without regard for whether the low dose stimulatory response is deemed beneficial, harmful or of unknown biological significance. This paper has opted for a broad search of the biological/radiobiological/toxicological literature including responses to plants, bacteria, fungi, other micro-organisms, invertebrates and vertebrates including human epidemiological/clinical data. This broadly based biologically oriented approach was principally designed to assess to what extent the concept of hormesis may be generalizable. This approach also sought to provide an evaluation of radiation hormesis as a biological hypothesis rather than as an explanatory feature of selected medical practices, such as in low dose radiological practices in traditional medicine or as a possible theoretical framework of the practice of homeopathy. It should also be noted that the term hormesis was not coined until 1943 by Southam and Erhlich13 who were assessing chemical extracts from cedar wood on fungi. However, the concept of hormesis was Introduction The evaluation of the potential for radiation to stimulate plant growth has a long and complex history. Such an evaluation of plant responses to radiation is seen within the context of the type/ source of irradiation including X-rays and naturally occurring sources such as radium, cobalt and other elements that emit various types of radiation including gamma, beta and alpha rays. Each type of radiation has a unique history and will be assessed separately.
The present review is designed to assess the historical foundations of the response of plants to radiation especially as it pertains to the nature of low dose responses. In the case of X-rays this historical review encompasses nearly 40 years, spanning the years from 1898 when the first claims of a low dose stimulatory response were reported to the 1940's when the plant research of the former eastern-block countries and Soviet Union became more readily available to western scholarly analysis and evaluation.
The first part of this review evaluates the effects of X-rays on plant growth and in certain instances Human & Experimental Toxicology on seed germination. While 70 different species of plants were evaluated in over 60 published papers for the effects of X-rays during these early decades of the 20th century, several species (i.e., wheat, sunflower, broad bean and rice) have been the object of more intense investigation. Consequently, the following section on X-rays will provide a more detailed evaluation of the response of these four species, since they provide the most comprehensive information on the nature of the dose-response, especially in the low dose range, as well as to the critical issue of reproducibility of findings. The findings of all 64 separate publications reviewed (Table 1 ) often included multiple experiments with multiple endpoints measured. Consequently, there is substantial information available to provide a general assessment of the effects of X-ray treatments on plant growth. The summarized data provide information on a number of relevant parameters, especially with respect to study design features (e.g., number of doses, dose range, and spacing of doses). For example, of the 63 publications, 18 papers reported experiments with greater than or equal to six doses (i.e., X-ray treatments). Experiments with such a large number of treatment groups offer an excellent opportunity to assess the hormetic hypothesis, especially if optimal dose selection was employed. The table also reveals that the investigators generally used seeds, as the principal object of exposure (i.e., more than two-thirds of the studies), followed by the use of sprouts. Common experimental considerations involved the use of either dry or soaked seeds, with the length of time that the seeds were soaked in water prior to irradiation differing according to the specific experiment. In general, the findings revealed that approximately two-thirds of the publications reported X-ray induced stimulation of plant growth, seed germination or other parameters. As expected, those studies using large numbers of doses, especially in the low dose range, provided the most useful information to assess the hormetic hypothesis and in general were supportive of this hypothesis.
The time span over which the evaluation of Xrays on plant growth is conducted is the period from the late 1890's to the early 1940's. As will be seen, during this period research methods underwent rapid developmental refinement not only with respect to X-ray technology and dosimetry, but also with complementary aspects relating to study design, statistical analysis procedures, and reporting of data. For example, statistical methods such as the chi-square test, the t-test of Student and analysis of variance were not developed until 1900, 1908, and 1918, respectively.76 It was during this period that considerable data emerged to affect judgments on Summary of data 70 species of plants were tested in a total of 64 publications 43 publications were conducted with seeds, 7 with sprouts, and 1 with bulbs Of the 43 publications conducted with seeds, 15 involved air-dried seeds, 15 water-soaked seeds, and 5 germinating seeds Of the total 64 publications, 44 showed stimulation, 17 inhibition, and 3 both stimulation and inhibition how X-rays affected plant growth culminating in interim conclusions provided in U.S. National Academy of Science publications on this topic.
X-rays
Early studies on rice During the early decades of the 20th century several authors investigated the capacity of X-rays to stimulate the germination of rice seeds and the growth of rice seedlings. Six Taliaferro and Taliaferro78 ). The principal difference in earlier studies involved how the seeds were handled prior to and after ovulation. In general, the seeds were either air-dried or steeped (soaked) in water for variable time periods prior to irradiation [e.g., Yamada31 for 168 h and Komuro38 for 12 h]. In some studies germination was considered or growth or both parameters. In general, the data indicate that air dried seeds were stimulated by the X-ray treatments.3738 In the 1924 study of Komuro several experiments indicated a consistent acceleration of germination, especially at 5 and 10 H. 38 The number of seeds in each of these experiments was modest, ranging from 10-25 per treatment group. Nonetheless, the integration of the Human & Experimental Toxicology three experiments indicates thatthe acceleration was considerable and approached twofold at the 10 H dose. Statistical analyses were not conducted on the data by the authors. Komuro also claimed that soaked rice seeds were also stimulated by low doses of Xrays. These findings were, however, generally marginal increases and are not as reasonably established as with dry seeds. 38 With respect to growth, the findings of Yamada31 and Nakamura32 provide support for the hypothesis that crop yield could be enhanced by X-ray treatment. However, their conclusions were directly challenged by Komuro37 based on the inadequacy of the control group of these two investigations and especially in light of his generally better study design and non-stimulatory response as far as yield was concerned. However, Komuro reported that the plants displayed 'precocious' growth, meaning that they developed more quickly and were able to be transplanted earlier.37 Later investigations by Ko-muro38 and Saeki70 supported the hypothesis of Xray treatment enhanced crop yield in studies with more powerful designs (e.g., six doses in Saeki70) and with the magnitude of enhancement being generally in the 10-30% range depending on the endpoint measured.
Other early research on non-rice species In research that both preceded and was contemporaneous with the Japanese work on rice, Koernicke2t130 assessed the effects of X-rays on the germination and growth of multiple species of plants. Early findings21 gave some hint that X-rays may enhance germination during certain experimental conditions. More specifically, Koernicketl reported a reproducible acceleration of germination in air dried seeds of Vicia faba, a phenomenon that was not observed in soaked seeds (see next section).
This initial research of Koernicke21 was noteworthy not only for the stimulatory response, but also because it involved methodological advances, including the use of multiple species as well as larger numbers of seeds in the investigations. Nonetheless, the study was still limited to only three doses (16, 20 and 24 H) with only the 20 H dose providing evidence of a stimulatory response.
In follow-up experimentation published over a decade later, Koernicke29 extended his research to History of radiation hormesis EJ Calabrese and LA Baldwin { include ten species, employing air dried seeds, water soaked seeds (1, 2 or several days), germinated seeds into radicals, and potted seedlings. The range of doses was markedly increased, with now ten doses (5 H to 1/100 H) in contrast to the [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] H dose ranging study. The sample size was also increased to include from 200-3000 seeds per experiment. In general, air dried seeds and those soaked for 1 or 2 days that were more strongly irradiated germinated sooner than weakly or nonirradiated seeds. Other stimulatory growth was reported for seedling responses to low doses of Xrays (1/60 to 1/20 H). These findings of Koernicke29 were generally consistent with the more limited study of Schwarz,27 who observed that irradiated air dried V. faba seeds resulted in enhanced growth (5 doses) by 3 weeks. While the magnitude of the enhancement was approximately twofold, the sample size was only three plants per treatment. Other findings published in the early years of the 20th century provided support for the premise that X-rays could stimulate either germination and/or growth. Most notable were those of Euler,20 Guilleminot, 23 Schmidt, 24 Promsy and Drevon, 28 Miege and Coupe,28 and Pfeiffer and Simmermacher.79 These early studies were distinguished by the wide range of species tested, the use of up to 16 doses by Guilleminot23 and five doses by Schmidt.24 Nonetheless, most of these investigations had important limitations, including small sample size, such as only ten seeds/treatment,28 lack of statistical analysis and often inadequately controlled environmental conditions. Nonetheless, the first two decades of the 20th century witnessed the recognition that low doses of X-rays, especially to seeds in an air dried but also water soaked state, had the potential to have their germination accelerated. Growth was also stimulated depending on the study as measured by enhanced early development, shorter time to blooming20 and increase in height and weight.24 '28 There was also the progressive improvement in the standardization and reporting of X-ray exposures, and in the quality of the study design. While these studies lacked the capacity to derive definite conclusions about the capacity of X-rays to stimulate germination and/or growth, the data clearly support the hypothesis that stimulation could occur and that follow-up research was necessary to resolve the question. Such findings ushered in an expanded level of research on this topic that would continue over the next several decades.
Vicia faba Perhaps the most tested plant in X-ray stimulation studies is Vicia faba, the broad bean. By 1936 fifteen studies were found in the open literature concerning whether X-rays could stimulate seed germination or growth of this plant. It was believed that a more careful consideration of the responses of V. faba were warranted since this would more effectively speak to the issues of robustness of the database, endpoint variation, reproducibility and dose range studied.
Of the fifteen studies, six were reported as clearly providing no support to a stimulation hypothesis. Of the remaining nine studies which produced some evidence of an X-ray-induced stimulatory response, one was criticized by other investigators for either lack of controlled conditions (see Komuro's criticism37 of Schwarz27) while another study suggesting stimulation could not be replicated (see Ancel's criticism43 of Altmann et al. 36 ). The stimulatory study of Bersa 5 was also criticized as having too small a sample size (n=10) to draw firm conclusions, while Patten and Wigoder56 presented evidence of a stimulatory response in an abstract-like note without research methods. Of the five remaining articles providing evidence of stimulatory responses, Koernicke2l122 and Jungling80 report only one dose in the stimulatory zone, thereby not providing an adequate characterization of the possible stimulatory zone. Of the remaining two studies, Koernicke 0 and Iven45 ultilized ten (1/ 20-25 HED) and nine (1/250-51/2 HED) X-ray doses, respectively, plus controls. In the case of Koernicke,30 stimulation was reported at 1/12, 1/8, and 1/5 HED, while in the Iven45 report the stimulatory range was from 1/250-1/2 HED. In her major review of the effects of X-rays on plants Breslavets44 indicated that both of these studies provide support for the Arndt-Schulz Law.
Of particular interest was the fact that Iven45 provided repeat measures data that revealed that the growth stimulation which appeared within 10-20 days following treatment and then regressed to become equal with the control values. Thus, as Johnson58 noted, the stimulatory effect with the low dose X-ray treatment was a transitional one. Johnson8" concluded that Iven45 was reporting an acceleration of growth following retardation, 'a phenomenon commonly reported after radiation'. Such an interpretation was consistent with the views of Stebbing,82 that hormesis represents an overcompensation to a disruption in homeostasis. This overcompensation phenomenon was carefully documented for u.v. radiation on fungal growth by Smith.83, 84 Of further note is that several of the more strongly designed studies which display no evidence of stimulation and/or clear inhibition utilized doses in the inhibitory area of the dose-response of Koer-nicke30 and Iven45 or even apparently higher. For example, Gambarov42 employed doses of 1-10 HED, Czepa39 used doses at 2.5-125 HED. Consequently, the fact that they were negative does not conflict with the observations of Koernicke30 and Iven45 who reported stimulatory responses at lower levels. In her review of the V. faba data, Breslavets44 offers four explanations of why the array of papers presented a confusing picture of stimulatory and inhibitory responses: (1) V. faba was viewed as an inappropriate biological model because its threshold for stimulation was too low. It was believed to be so radiosensitive that even with normally weak doses a retardation response would ensue; (2) Insufficiently accurate measurement of dose, especially those early studies in which dosage was measured in skin erythemas; (3) The V. faba experiments also employed inadequate numbers of seeds. This was principally due to the large size of the seeds coupled with the use of the limited field in the Coolidge tube thereby providing an important barrier for conducting such experiments; and (4) These studies were also criticized for their use of a generally small range of doses. According to Breslavets,44 the most significant flaw in many of the experiments may have been the a priori bias of the investigator. Much was made of the remarks of Seide85 and Johnson58 who displayed obvious bias against the theory of X-ray-induced stimulation by ignoring or discounting data inconsistent with their views. On the other hand, Breslavets44 noted (without being specific) that investigators supportive of the theory may have at times designed experiments that could lead to this favorable (i.e., stimulatory) response.
While many of the conclusions of Breslavets44 such as low dose sensitivity, poor sample size and limited dose range are valid in their criticisms of the early studies on X-ray-induced changes in V. faba, the present analysis indicates that the general pattern of response is consistent with the Arndt-Schulz Law. However, at the time the research was conducted there appears to be considerable confusion over the nature of the low dose exposure doseresponse relationship. This is reflected in the major review by Johnson8l who was accused of bias against the theory of radio-stimulation and in the writings of Breslavets44 who was a supporter of the low dose stimulatory theory. However, in toto, an analysis of the body of data on V. faba up through the 1930's is remarkably in agreement with those seen for the sunflower and wheat responses in which analysis of reported studies was consistent with the hormetic perspective.
Wheat Another plant species commonly used to evaluate the effects of X-rays on plant growth has Human & Experimental Toxicology been wheat. However, in contrast to other plants evaluated such as rice which assessed as early as the first decade of the 20th century, research with wheat did not occur until the 1930's. In the assessment of the X-ray plant research with wheat ten studies were identified. Of these ten, four involved exposure to seeds while six involved exposure to seedlings. Attention will be directed here to the responses of seedlings due to the more substantial nature of their research protocols. Research concerning X-rays on seeds will not be followed due to the fact that one of the four papers did not address growth endpoints and two foreign articles require translations.
Of the six studies assessing the effects of X-rays on wheat seedling growth, three studies utilize high doses (i.e.,> 550 R) and reported dose dependent growth inhibition.58'64'86 In contrast, two studies providing low doses displayed low dose stimulatory responses.62'75 Figure 1 indicates the doseresponse relationship of the X-ray treatments for multiple endpoints including wet and dry weights.75 In each case a marked stimulatory response was observed consistent with the hormetic dose-response curve. Similar findings using low dose X-ray exposures were noted for other species tested for corn, wheat, oats, and sunflower.62 The final article, which covered 150-1100 R, bridged the gap of the higher end of the low dose area and high dose exposure zone. 57 The findings of Cattell57 displayed suggestive evidence of a weak stimulatory response at the lower doses for coleoptiles, and strong inhibition at the higher end of the doses administered consistent with the hormetic doseresponse relationship.
The quality of these post 1930 studies represents substantial progress over those of the early decades of the 20th century in terms of study design and adequacy of sample size. For example, the report of Wort75 involved seven doses plus an unexposed control with 35 Wort75 also provided data from two identical studies using 57 and 9 month old seeds in order to assess the effect of seed age. Despite their generally strong study designs, the reports of Wort75 and others during this time period lacked important and more recently emphasized features such as random allocation of subjects (e.g., seedlings) to group and formal statistically-based hypothesis testing techniques. Despite these limitations, the findings of X-rays on wheat seedlings were remarkably consistent with the Arndt-Schultz Law, a phenomenon also clearly mirrored in studies with other plants such as rice, sunflower and broad bean, which were assessed over a wide dose range.
Sunflower One of the most influential figures in the US affecting the acceptance of the Arndt-Schultz Law (i.e., hormesis) was Edna Johnson at the University of Colorado, Boulder. She was perhaps the first American scientist to publish research findings on the topic of X-ray stimulation of plant growth and did so over a span of several decades (mid 1920's to late 1940's). She published a series of original research papers that displayed better design features and attention to detail than most of the previous efforts. In these more credible articles up through the 1930's she consistently found no convincing evidence to support the hypothesis of a direct stimulation of plant growth by X-rays. So substantial was her research in this area that she was invited to author a major review of the topic under the auspices of the NRC and the oversight of such prestigious individuals as Gino Failla, Charles Packard and Benjamin Duggar.
Despite the influence of Johnson on the topic of radiation hormesis on plant growth, a paper published by Shull and Mitchell62 had the potential to challenge the basis of her denial of evidence of radiation hormesis. In this paper Shull and Mitch-ell62 hypothesized that past studies used doses that were far in excess of a potentially stimulating dose range. Consequently, they undertook a series of investigations with corn, wheat (three varieties), oats and sunflower to assess whether X-ray exposures over a broad but lower dose range could be stimulating to recently germinated seeds. While Shull and Mitchell62 reported stimulatory responses for all species of plants tested, the most significant feature of their work was their inclusion of sunflower since Johnson had studied the response of History of radiation hormesis EJ Calabrese and LA Baldwin tw 53 this same species in three different published papers. Despite the fact that both research groups used sunflower, there were some differences in the research methodologies employed. In two of Johnson's papers52,53 she irradiated seeds soaked in distilled water, while the third paper5 utilized 7 day old seedlings. In the Shull and Mitchellz2 paper the X-rays were applied to very recently germinated seeds that had been soaked in distilled water. Thus, the first two reports of Johnson52,53 were most directly relevant (although not a perfect match) for the Shull and Mitchell study.62 The doses of radiation used by Johnson in studies one and two ranged from 100-1000 R,5253 while the dose range used by Shull and Mitchell ranged from 38-380 R. 62 In the Shull and Mitchell report stimulation was observed over 38-190 R; inhibition was reported at the highest dose (i.e., 380 R). 62 The follow-up study of Shull and Mitchell62 should have been used to clarify the alleged discrepancy with the earlier work of Johnson.52,53 58 However, Shull and Mitchell never attempted to do SO.62 Only limited reference was made to Johnson's work, and even in such instances the discussion was not directed towards the principal issue of low dose stimulation. Why they did not seek to clarify an obvious and important issue is unknown. However, it should be emphasized that Johnson knew Shull, and specifically states in her acknowledgment that she expressed appreciation to Professor CA Shull for assistance during the progress of her studies as at doctoral student at the University of Chicago and as a new faculty member at the University of Colorado. It is possible that Shull did not want to challenge the position of a former student. Similarly, in her influential review for the NRC, Johnson69 summarizes the paper of Shull and Mitchell62 but never links it to her work, nor attempts to clarify the obvious discrepancy between her high dose inhibition and the low dose stimulation of Shull and Mitchell. 62 Despite the central role that Johnson had in affecting the direction of scientific attitudes to radiation hormesis in the US and the potential significance of the Shull and Mitchell paper,62 no other reviewer has brought forth the proposition offered here as to the scientific reason why Johnson53'5 did not observe stimulation and why it may not have been resolved.
The work of Johnson continued to be cited in the most prestigious reviews on the topic of radiation stimulation of plant growth. For example, Sax LB Breslovets44 directed considerable space to both Johnson8l and Shull and Mitchell,62 yet again without an attempt to resolve their apparent conflicting conclusions. Furthermore, Packard, coeditor of the 1936 NRC report in which Johnson strongly emphasized the lacking support for the Arndt-Schulz Law for X-rays on plant growth, reported her incorrect conclusions that X-ray treatment does not stimulate plant growth, citing her 'extensive summary of this topic. '89 Summary This section of the historical development of the radiation hormesis hypothesis has considered the effects of X-rays on plant material [i.e., seeds (dry, soaked, germinating) or seedlings (sprouts)]. Due to the substantial diversity of articles, plant species tested, exposure techniques and experimental protocols employed, it was decided that the most effective way to provide clarity to this array of information was to be guided by the premise that the review would focus greatest attention on those plant species which were tested most substantially. This would permit the greatest likelihood of having the broad array of doses applied as well as the most substantial sample sizes and capacity to review independent replication of earlier findings. To that end, reseach on rice, sunflower, broad beans and wheat were selected. Despite the wide range of experimental protocols and perspectives from different investigative teams, the most striking observation is that at low doses of X-rays (as defined for each plant species), a stimulatory growth response was observed, while at high doses inhibitory responses occurred. The dose-response range was similar to the fl-curve of the hormesis phenomenon and of course, therefore, consistent with the Arndt-Schulz Law. The present analysis is also important because the reviews of the literature that address these early findings never resolved the obvious challenge of how to properly integrate stimulatory and inhibitory responses within a dose-response continuum. Even the reviews of Sax,87'88 who helped usher in the modern age of plant cytogenetics, were more descriptive than explanatory. As noted earlier, the review of Breslavets44 which was quite analytical for the time, ultimately blamed investigator bias as the most important factor affecting proper interpretation of the low dose effects area. Despite potential investigator bias, there is little doubt that the clear weight of evidence should have supported the conclusion that the dose-response relationship supports the theory of hormesis. Nonetheless, it seems clear that the scientific community of the 1930's and 1940's had not resolved the issue of low dose X-ray effects on plant growth. The Arndt-Schulz hypothesis was Human & Experimental Toxicology earlier criticized by fair-minded scientists because of studies using inadequate sample sizes along with poor replication of findings. Such criticisms of weak studies were then contrasted with more convincing high dose studies which unequivocally noted dose dependent inhibition. The combination of the legitimate criticism of weak studies, suggesting stimulatory responses and clear findings indicating inhibitory responses at high doses, lead investigators such as Johnson69 to relegate the Arndt-Schulz Law to a scientific irrelevancy. The substantial criticism of Johnson had its impact on American leaders in the field of radiation (Failla, Hollender, etc.) even though such criticism lacked a proper perspective. Nonetheless, such a flawed perspective (see Packard89 for his continued reaffirmation of the flawed conclusions of Johnson69) delayed the acceptance of hormesis as a legitimate biological hypothesis. Such criticism as reported in a NAS document is comparable to the harsh attack on the Arndt-Schulz Law by AJ Clark in his 1937 publication, 'Handbook of Pharmacology', in which 15% of this book is explicitly devoted to challenging the Arndt-Schulz hypothesis.90 Thus, the theory of hormesis has had strong opponents who occupied influencial positions in the scientific community at precisely the same time.
Radium
Studies by Gager Perhaps the first claim that radium exposure could stimulate plant processes such as seed germination and seedling growth was reported in 1908 by Gager in a nearly 300 page report documenting some 93 experiments.91 As a result of the magnitude of this study, its claims of radium-induced stimulation and the long-term advocacy of Gager92,93 of the low dose stimulatory hypothesis, this paper will receive a detailed assessment. These experiments addressed a wide range of questions including the effects of radium on seeds (either dry or soaked) (i.e., 31 experiments), plants grown in soil (eight experiments), plants grown in water treated with radium (nine experiments), carbohydrate synthesis in plants (ten experiments), respiration (i.e., aerobic and anaerobic) (six experiments), 12 miscellaneous areas and experiments on yeast fermentation. In general, negative findings were typically noted for soaked seeds, plant growth in treated water and experiments on anaerobic respiration. Limited suggestive evidence of stimulation was reported in some experiments using dry seeds, plants grown in soil, and studies of aerobic respiration. The most consistently reported stimulatory responses occurred with yeast fermentation.
Effects of radium on seeds (dry or soaked) Studies by Gager with seeds involved 14 experiments with Lipinus alba, four with Timothy, three with Phaseolus, two with oats, and one each with wheat, alfalfa, buckwheat, Linum (flax), Brassica, and corn. 91 These experiments were generally characterized by a single treatment and concurrent control with modest numbers of seeds treated. Typically, the sample size was ten or less, but on occasion up to 20 seeds in a treatment were used. The duration of the experiments was typically for one to several weeks. The radium was often in the form of a sealed glass tube of RaBr, with the radium tube lying against the hilum edges of the seeds. The radiation intensity was variable depending on the experiment, ranging from a low of 7000 x to 1.8 x 106. Such values meant that the preparation was that much stronger than an equal weight of uranium. However, at the time of the experiment no universally recognized unit of radioactivity had been formulated. Note that in 1910 the International Congress for Radiological Electricity proposed a unit (i.e., the curie) of radium emanation (i.e., radon gas) as the amount of emanation in an enclosed container which is in equilibrium with one gram of metallic radium.
Of the 31 experiments with seeds, four displayed evidence of stimulation including two with Timothy and two with L. alba. Gager summarized his findings with Timothy by stating that 'when Timothy grass seeds were exposed to radium of weak activity (7000 x) an initial retardation was followed by apparent recovery after an interval of five days.91 At the end of this period the exposed seeds averaged even taller than those of the control culture'. Examination of the experimental procedure revealed that Gager did not indicate the number of seeds in either the treatment or controls, nor were individual or group averages presented.9" Thus, even though Gager stated that the seedlings had a 'decidedly' larger average growth than the controls, no data were available to confirm the author's statement. The second experiment with Timothy involved a comparison of seed germination and seedling growth in relationship to the distance of the plants from the source of radiation, which varied from 5, 10, 25, 20 and 25 mm. The control growth (n=not reported) ranged from 9-14 mm in length over the five locations. However, those exposed to the radium displayed a low dose stimulation and high dose inhibition. While these findings are suggestive of stimulation, the limited and inadequate reporting of experimental details does not permit the drawing of a definitive conclusion except that the results warrant more careful follow-up experimentation.
In another experiment, Gager stated that the 'germination of seeds of L. albus and the subsequent growth of the radicle was appreciably accelerated' by exposure to 10 000 x for 120 h (5 days).9' In this case Gager provided the sample size (n=8) and the data for the individual control and treatment plants at day 5, the final day of the study. The difference between the two groups was 62.7 vs 53.9 mm (16%). A follow-up experiment with L. albus employing eight dry seeds/group exposed seeds for different lengths of time (2, 3, 4, 6, and 14 h) to RaBr, (1.5 x 106) and later planted the seeds in soil. Measurements at 6 and 9 days after treatment indicated that low exposures were associated with enhanced growth. Although measurements continued, the author did not present further data except to conclude that at the end of 5 weeks there were no appreciable differences related to treatment.
The four experiments were the only ones presenting evidence to support the potential for radium to stimulate the growth of plants. In all cases the seeds exposed were dry. Despite the findings and conclusions of the author, the study designs and reporting, even for 1908, were poor. However, even nearly 30 years later the author concluded that 'this 1908 report provided for the first time experimental evidence that radium rays may, under suitable conditions, accelerate the growth of seedlings'.93 He stated further that these results lead to the broad generalization that radium rays act as a time stimulus to metabolism.
Effects of radium on the growth of plants in soil
In the next set of experiments, Gager assessed the effects of radium in the soil on the germination and growth of oats, L. albus, Brassica, peas, beans, wheat and Timothy.91 As such, there was one experiment for each species, except for oats for which there were two experiments. In general, the author placed seeds into potted soil. The radium source was inserted into the soil at the center of the pot to a depth of 15 cm. Depending on the experiment, seeds were placed in concentric rows around the radium source. In some experiments there was one source (intensity), while in several experiments multiple (up to 3) levels of radium intensity was employed. Thus, in most of the experiments it was possible to have the potential for a dose-response relationship. Of the eight experiments, four displayed evidence of a stimulatory response. However, two of the four studies in which Gager reported stimulatory responses using Brassica alba (white mustard) and peas, no measurements were either taken and/or provided. Of the remaining two stimulatory experiments, the one with oats utilized a single RaBr, intensity, (1.5 x 106) with seeds History of radiation hormesis m EJ Calabrese and LA Baldwin 56 planted at three locations from the source of radium. While Gager reported the height of the three treaments no mention was made of the control height, nor was the number of plants employed in the experimental and control groups stated. 91 The most important experiment involved wheat at two doses of RaBr2 and one dose of radiotellurium. The radium treatment involved exposure to beta and gamma rays while the radiotellurium involved exposure to alpha rays. In this experiment Gager provided information on sample size (n=12) as well as the values for each individual plant at day 4 of growth.91 All treatment groups displayed greater growth than the controls by approximately 35-45%. As in the case of his results with seeds, Gager was inconsistent in his description of his methodology and reporting of his data.91 In this present set of eight experiments, only one ofthe four experiments that Gager claims is stimulatory have adequate data upon which to make a reasonable preliminary determination. 91 While attention has been directed towards radium, Gager reported on an experiment concerning the effects of alpha rays from polonium on the germination and growth of wheat (n=16). 91 The results indicated an initial slight growth deficit after 4 days (10%), followed by a more vigorous growth in the treated plants (125.3 vs 75.5 mm ave.).
Other investigators Based on the research of Gager,91 there was great interest in assessing the hypothesis that crop production could be enhanced by adding radioactive substances to the soil with or without ordinary fertilizers. This interest was encouraged further by the research of Stoklasa in 1913 on the response of cultures of nitrifying and denitrifying bacteria to the emanation from pitchblend. It was believed that response to the radioactive substance in soil might increase soil fertility by increasing nitrogen circulation. However, a series of reports by Ewart in Australia,94 Sutton in England,95 and Ross,96 Hopkins and Sachs,97 and Ramsey98 in the United States did not support the hypothesis that radium treatment of soil was likely to have any commercial agricultural significance. This lack of enthusiasm for the application of radium and/or perhaps other radioactive preparations needs to be seen within the context of commercial interest rather than scientific inquiry. In fact, Hopkins and Sachs, who were clearly not supportive of the commercial application of radium to agriculture, presented data on 36 experiments (with four doses and a concurrent control), nineteen of which offered evidence of stimulatory responses (Figure 2 ).97 Rather than being discouraged, the agricultural research community should have been Human & Experimental Toxicology interested in the interspecies differences in response and the nature of the dose-response relationship. However, the lack of a more universal stimulatory response across all species at the same applied dose, the limited magnitude of stimulation and the difficulty in pinpointing the optimum stimulatory zone discouraged further commercial interests.
While the lack of enthusiasm for the commercial application of radium must have adversely affected research interest in this area, a number of papers continued to be published between 1910 and the early 1930's which were supportive of the premise that low dose exposures to radium may affect plant biological processes. Most notably during this period was the continuing work of Stoklasa who reported that various radioactive sources (e.g., naturally occurring radioactive water, pitchblend and radium enclosed in vessels) enhanced seed germination in multiple species,9 -10l growth of cucumbers, mint and tobacco seedlings, growth as evidenced by increase in photosynthesis, dry weight, earlier flowering, and greater seed production,102 and bacterial metabolism and yeast fermen- and Montet107-109 were consistent with the observations of Stoklasaa99101 that seed germination could be enhanced by exposure to radium sources. It should be noted that an influential paper by Failla and Henshaw reported dose-dependent inhibitory responses in wheat by radium using a very powerful study design. 88 The doses of radium were normalized to that provided by an X-ray exposure. Thus, the lowest dose of radium in X-ray equivalents used in this inhibitory study was 550 R, a dose that is known to be inhibitory in wheat (see wheat section). The above summary of findings represented the current state ofscientific development as of 1936 (see Gager9). As could -be seen, European researchers continued to study the effects ofradium on biological systems especially as related to plantgrowth and seed germination. As happened in 1915, and again in the late 1930's, the research on radium became a victim of both World Wars I and II with essentially no published findings during these periods.
Major USDA study Two important developments occurred as a result of World War II that were to have a major impact on the assessment of radium on plant growth. The first is that cobalt-60, a gamma source, became readily available as a result of nuclear technology. In fact, the nearly entire focus of gamma rays from radium on plant growth would switch to cobalt-60 from the 1950's onward. Secondly, in 1948 the USDA and a large number (i.e., 13) of state agricultural experiment research stations under a contract with the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) undertook a large and coordinated study to determine 'whether radioactive material does indeed stimulate plant growth.' This broad goal included the practical aim of whether the farmer would reasonably expect to obtain an increased crop yield by adding one or several naturally radioactive materials to the soil. The impetus for this study was based, at least in part, on reports from Japan of greatly increased crop yields in the vicinity of the bombed areas due to the radioactivity. The study involved three radioactive sources: radium, uranyl nitrate, and alphatron. The alphatron had an alpha ray disintegration rate of 8 x 106/s principally from actinium; the radium source was radium bromide; the radium and uranium sources were used since most of the past studies were with these two agents. 110 The experimental design involved three doses for the alphatron source and one each for the radium and uranyl nitrate. Each experiment had its own control and each agent was tested on all plant species. In all, the results of 46 experiments on 20 crops (i.e., corn, wheat, barley, oats, clover, soybeans, white beans, red Mexican beans, sugar beets, table beets, carrots, sweet potatoes, spinach, tomatoes, cotton, seed cotton, bright tobacco and peanuts). No information was provided on how the doses were selected. In general, the data did not provide support for the hypothesis that crop yield would be significantly enhanced and provide consistent commercial value. On occasion, there were some instances of 5-10% increases in yield, but it was not possible to determine whether this was a treatment effect or normal variation.110 European research conducted concurrently or a few years later likewise did not establish any clear effect on yield,"'-"'5 but according to Kaindl and Linser was not sufficient to deny any stimulatory effect hypothesis.116 In fact, studies by Linser and Pelikan1'7 and Kaindl,"' using a radium bearing preparation from a French firm and fertilizing at the rate of 10-9 grams of radium/kg of soil, reported increases of 16% in yield for buckwheat. However, according to Kaindl and Linser, the generally negative findings of the American researchilo had a dominating influence on the course of both research and further international testing. 116 Thus, the findings of the USDA had a major impact on the future of US and international research in this area. In retrospect it would appear that the strategy of the USDA was to consider a broad range of plants, but a very limited focus on dose. In fact, such a limited focus on dose and the non-recognition of interspecies differences in response to low doses of radioactive agents was an extremely poor strategy for testing the hormesis hypothesis. Yet, as noted earlier, the essentially negative findings of such an otherwise impressively large study was uncritically accepted as answering the question of low dose stimulation from a US government perspective. While such a conclusion did not end international or US research on the topic of radiation as a plant stimulant, it marked the end of an area for radium with the first stimulatory reports of cobalt-60 on plant growth occurring but a few years later.
Fungi Introduction
Fungi have long been the object of study concerning the effects of radiation. These studies have en- compassed the broad spectrum of radiation, including visible and u.v. radiation, X-rays, and radiation from naturally occurring elements such as radium and uranium. In general, such studies have revealed that the typical dose-response relationship was consistent with the monomolecular dose-response (i.e., linear) curve. On occasion, deviations from such a dose-response curve have been reported and usually attributed to factors such as the age of the culture in the study. Despite the broad consistency of the linear and S-shaped dose-response realtionships, low dose stimulation was occasionally reported, although there were disputes about the reproducibility of the findings and/or their interpretation.
U. V. radiation U.V. radiation induced stimulation of fungal activities has been reported with respect to mycelium growth rate, fruiting structure growth rate and spore production. In the case of mycelium growth rate, Nadson and Philippov reported much greater yeast colony growth around the edges of an irradiated zone, whereas growth in the middle (i.e., higher dose zone) was diminished.' 19 The authors believed that the stimulation was due to small amounts of scattered radiation. However, attempts to confirm these observations were unsuccessful as reported by Luyet'20 and Schreiber121 who obtained no evidence of stimulation with low doses of u.v. irradiation. However, Smith83 argued that the lack of replication may have been the result of a limitation in study design, since reports by Chavarria and Clark122 and herselfP3 revealed that the key feature in observing the u.v-induced mycelium growth stimulation was the incorporation of an adequate temporal dimension. More specifically, Smith, working with Fusarium cultures, reported temporary mycelium growth stimulation which only occurred after a previous toxic or retardation effect.83 In her nine dose experiment (0.05-15 min exposed) all doses yielded inhibitory effects on mycelium growth at 24 h ( Figure 3A) . By 48 h, all but the highest dose were displaying compensatory stimulation growth, with two doses greater than the control ( Figure 3B ). By 72 h, all but the highest dose had exceeded the controls by 15-40% ( Figure 3C ).
Such observations of Smith,83 which were later supported by Sperti et aL,123,124 are consistent with the hypothesis that hormesis represents an overcompensation to a disruption in homeostasis. According to these authors, in their experiments, yeast or other cells which become injured can synthesize growth factor agents which stimulate other cells to divide thereby providing a possible mechanistic explanation. Human & Experimental Toxicology Stevens, conducting experiments with a large number of fungal species exposed to the full irradiation from a quartz-mercury vapor lamp, observed that the u.v. light may stimulate the formation of reproductive structures.134 Perithecia production was enhanced in cultures of Glomerella cingulata,134"l3' Colletotrichum lagenarium,rn and various Coniothyrium species.'36 Pycnidia formation was stimulated in Coniothyrium.136 Such stimulatory responses were caused by exposures of less than 1 min at a distance of 20 cm from the lamp.
Consistent with the findings of Stevens is the general observation that long exposures to u.v. irradiation diminish spore production while short exposures stimulate it. Perhaps the earliest report of stimulation of spore production with low doses of radiation was in 1907 by Purvis working with a Mucor culture.'38 They exposed the culture for 10-20 min to direct radiation from a Bach quartz energy vapor lamp located at 30 cm from the culture. The portion of the culture below the center of the opening was killed, but at the edge of the irradiated region spores were stimulated in great numbers. Since that initial discovery, an impressive number of reports were published in which short exposures to u.v. irradiation affected a marked stimulation of spore production in a broad range of fungal species.83"139 -43 Of particular interest are the findings of Smith83 since the experiment employed up to ten doses along with a concurrent control. Furthermore, this experiment was conducted at three different temperature settings (21, 25 and 30°C). While the basic trend of an hormetic response was clearly present at each temperature, the temperature had a profound effect on the control number of spores, with the number of control spores increasing as the temperature increased. In addition to the capacity of radiation at low level exposures to increase the number of spores, it may also enhance their formation as seen in the work of Hutchinson and Ashton who reported that sporulation in Colletotrichum phomoides was earlier with a brief u.v. exposure duration but delayed with longer duration exposures.'40 X-rays and naturally occurring radionuclides Considerably less research on the potential for Xrays and rays emitted from radioactive substances to cause a stimulatory response was conducted in the early decades of the 20th century as compared with u.v. radiation. In the case of X-rays, Lacassagne and Holweck144 and Wycoff and Luyet '4' reported no evidence of stimulation with low doses of X-rays on yeast. However, Zeller suggested that fermentation may be temporarily increased. '146 In the case of radium, Gager,91 Kotzareff and Chodat,'04 and Fabre'47 reported that low level exposures were associated with a stimulation of cell division while Ingber148 reported that small doses of radium may enhance spore production. Likewise, Stoklasa'03 and Kayser and Delaval149 noted that small doses of radiation enhanced fermentation.
Despite the substantial legitimate criticisms of the presentation by Gager" on the stimulatory findings of radium on seeds in culture and for plant growth in soil, the findings provided on alcohol fermentation are his strongest. Of the six experiments, all provide evidence of stimulation and in all cases the data are provided. In general, radium treatments were from 50% to several-fold greater than the control. However, on occassion, the difference between the treated and control was modest (10%), a factor that appeared related to an atypically high value in the control.
Nonetheless, of the 14 reported experimental trials involving RaBr2, eight were equal to or greater than twofold that ofthe control, while five exceeded 40%, and only one was less than 10% (8%). This type of consistency over such a large number of experimental trials provides strong evidence that the radium treatment provided bona fide stimulation of alcohol fermentation in yeast. While less extensively evaluated (four experiments) than radium, experiments with radiotellurium which emits alpha rays all displayed stimulatory responses greater than 10% (i.e., 14, 13, 15 and 13).
Summary
Taken collectively, the data as of the mid 1930's supported the conclusion that low doses of u.v. radiation enhanced the growth of the fungal mycelium and spore production. The research with mycelium growth was essentially limited to only three studies.83""9,"22 However, the Smith83 study was extremely well designed and given heightened credibility as a result ofher invitation to singly author a chapter on the effects of radiation on fungi for the National Academy of Sciences in 1936 in which she reaffirmed the hormetic hypothesis.84 In fact, she linked her observations of the initial reduction in mycelium growth followed by stimulation to several previous reports in different biological models including bacteria,'50 some plant species,"' and the fungus Colletotrich um phomoides using u.v. 140 The data that u.v. light enhanced spore formation at low doses appears stronger than for mycelium growth since it was more extensively explored by other researchers in addition to Smith. Thus, it appears to be a reproducible and marked response. One major difference with the u.v.-induced stimulation of spores was that the u.v. appeared to act as a direct stimulant, thereby contrasting itself with that observed for the stimulation of growth fungal rate. As in the case of growth stimulation, this stimulatory conclusion was again emphasized by Smith in her 1936 article for the NAS.84 In contrast to these stimulatory effects induced by u.v. exposure, no general consensus seemed to emerge on the effects of X-rays and naturally radioactive materials on fungal activities. One possible factor that may have affected the broader acceptance of these papers in the US is that each was published in French or German, a factor of uncertain but possible considerable importance in affecting their impact on US scientists.
Algae
The first reports in the literature claiming that u.v.irradiation accelerated colony development of algae all History of radiation hormesis T-I" EJ Calabrese and LA Baldwin were given by Meier.""156 During the earlier investigations on the lethal effect of 21 wavelengths of the ultraviolet radiation spectrum ranging from 2250-3130 A on a given algal strain, Meier occasionally noted an accelerated increase in cell mass with slightly less exposure than the minimally lethal exposure that destroyed the algal cells. [152] [153] [154] These results lead to follow-up experimentation with the unicellular green algal Stichococcus bacillaris to assess whether u.v. radiation could stimulate cell division under various experimental settings. This model offered a variety of attractive experimental features with respect to precise and accurate counting, measurement of the size and method of reproduction. The algae were grown under conditions of regulated temperature and controlled lighting with fluorescent lamps. The algal cultures were grown for 2 weeks following irradiation, at which time a determination of growth rates was made. Separate experiments were conducted at different u.v. wavelengths (i.e., 2352A, 2483A, 2652A, and 2967A) for varying periods of time (i.e., 20 to approximately 300 s exposure depending on the wavelength). The quantity of ergs/s_cm2 was also specified for each wavelength studied. The growth rate was defined as the final count made 2 weeks after the irradiation divided by the initial count made directly after irradiation. Each growth rate of an irradiated culture was then divided by the growth rate of the control to derive the final growth rates. Duplicate cultures were made of each exposure and control group. The cells of three drops of the culture from each flask were counted and the mean of the three cell counts was used for response determination. Based on the data, there was a strong tendency for a short duration exposure enhancement of growth rates along with a decrease relative to controls at longer durations. While this was the case for each wavelength tested, each wavelength displayed a unique duration of exposure response. Nonetheless, regardless of the unique duration response curve, the maximum stimulatory point for all the tested wavelengths was a duration approximately 65-75% of the toxicity threshold. The magnitude of stimulation varied between approximately 150-225% of the controls with the 2652A wavelength displaying the highest stimulatory response. No statistical analyses of the data were provided. These findings [i.e., magnitude of stimulation (50-125% above controls) and range of stimulation (3-8-fold) depending on the wavelength used] indicate a striking similarity to the recently reported findings with chemical hormesis. 12 Of significance was that the stimulatory action in the 1939 report of Meier155 appeared to be sustained Human & Experimental Toxicology with subsequent measurement some 2 -3 years later indicating a marked increase in dry weight of the irradiated culture (40 s) for the 2628 A dose, the maximum response group. This and related findings lead Meier-Chase'56 to determine the influence of successive (i.e., repeated) treatments of the algal cells to the original four wavelengths studied (i.e., 2352A, 2483A, 2652A and 2967A). The methodology employed was similar to that used earlier by Meier.155 However, the time between the successive or repeat exposures varied between the wavelengths used. Likewise, the time or duration of u.v. exposure was different across the wavelengths. However, regardless of the wavelength used, the algal cells were stimulated to approximately 4-5fold, with the increase appearing as a type of step function with each successive exposure. Follow-up analyses of the algal cells revealed a decrease in length with each stimulatory response along with a general increase in width. Meier-Chase156 indicated that the decrease in length was predictable because the rate of cell division was so considerably greater in the treated algae that the cells did not have time to achieve the length seen under normal conditions.
The stimulated algal cells were then exposed to lethal doses of u.v. radiation. In all cases the stimulated algal cells were less sensitive to the lethal u.v. doses. In general, the previously stimulated algae required approximately twice as long to display radiotoxic regions as compared to controls.
The findings of Meier'55`56 are striking in their consistency across wavelengths, their repeatability, and their similarity with the copious data available on chemical hormesis. In addition, the follow-up studies display a remarkable similarity to the concept of adaptive response with radiation. However, the long term stimulatory response is more difficult to explain and would require follow-up study.
Protozoans
Experimentation concerning the effects of radiation on protozoans during the early decades of the 20th century was problematic because of their relative insensitivity. Numerous early investigators were unable to induce any notable effects of X-rays on any protozoan species, despite rather prolonged exposures (see Crowtherl57 for review). In fact, it was not until the mid 1920's that investigators began to report on the capacity of X-rays to both stimulate I8 and harm protozoan species.157 Despite the reported apparent stimulation of Markowitsll5 with X-rays on paramecia, this section concerns the effects of u.v. radiation on paramecia, since History of radiation hormesis , EJ Calabrese and LA Baldwin t this received greater attention and is more substantial than other protozoan areas of potential inquiry.
The earliest indication that u.v. radiation may stimulate paramecia was reported by Bovie and Hughes,"59 who noted that the cell division rate of Paramecium caudatum could be enhanced or delayed depending on dosage. More specifically, as the duration of exposure increases so does the extent of inhibition. However, and of relevance to the present assessment, the inhibition may be followed by an acceleration of the division rate. These authors hypothesized that acceleration following short periods of inhibition was due to the formation of a 'toxic photoproduct which is gradually removed from the cell' and subsequently 'acts as a stimulant to cell division when the amount becomes very small'. It was not until some 10 years later that the observations of Bovie and Hughes156 were confirmed and extended by Hinrichs,160 MacDougall,6"'162 Roskin and Romanowa,'6' and more impressively by Alpatov and Nastiukova. '64 In the case of Hinrichs,'60 cell division rates were assessed over 3 days in paramecia exposed for different durations (1-80 s) and at different distances from the u.v. source (26.5 -56.0 cm). In addition, there were differing numbers of paramecia exposed at the same time (i.e., singly, paired, and multiple). Hinrichs summarized her findings by stating that of the 36 experiments conducted, half displayed a u.v.-induced stimulation while the remaining half had a depressive effect.'60 More specifically, in the stimulatory experiments the increase ranged from 7-70.6% over the controls. In these experiments, the exposures were conducted for 5-30 s at 26.5 cm from the u.v. lamp source and for 6-20 s at 37-45 cm from the u.v. source. The number of cases where stimulation occurred was greater in those instances when exposures were conducted at > 38.5 cm away from the lamp. In fact, nearly 80% of the exposures conducted > 45 cm from the lamp produced a stimulatory division rate, while only 45% of the exposures at closer range showed an increase in the division rate and total offspring produced. Moreover, depression of the rate of division was often observed during the initial 24 h after exposure, with stimulation occurring not until day 2 of observation.
The research of Hinrichs'60 was criticized by Alpatov and Nastiukova'64 because of her use of limited numbers of organisms and the lack of objective means (e.g., hypothesis testing) to guide decisions on stimulation or depression. Despite these legitimate criticisms, it should be emphasized that the value in the work of Hinrichsl6o was that it established an experimentally based framework to test the influence of dose as a function of time of exposure and distance from the u.v. source. Likewise, her findings were consistent with the statements of MacDougalli6l that the cultures of her animal model, Chilodon uncinatrus, that were exposed for less than 5 s appeared to be more vigorous and the individuals larger than in the control cultures. It should be noted that in her 1931 paper, MacDougall indicated that her research was being supported by the Committee on Radiation at the NRC. 163 In their study Alpatov and Nastiukoval64 assessed the effect of u.v. radiation on the division rate of P. caudatum with different durations of u.v. exposure while keeping distance from the u.v. source constant. They presented their findings of 14 experiments with typically three doses (i.e., durations of 5, 10 and 20 s) for ten experiments, and longer durations for the remaining four experiments (up to 120 s). The number of organisms involved 20/treatment (i.e., totaling approximately 1000 in the 14 experiments). The findings revealed that at low doses (5-20 s) the division rate of the paramecia was increased, while with the higher durations of exposure (i.e., >40 s) there was a marked decrease. Of significance is that the authors performed statistical testing and claimed that the enhanced responses at the 5-20 s durations were statistically significant.
The collective findings of the stimulatory effects of u.v. radiation on the cell division rate of paramecia up to the mid 1930's were limited to six studies. These studies provide consistent indications that at low doses and/or durations of exposure, the division rate was enhanced, while at high doses (or longer durations) the division rate was diminished. Of these six studies only two provide a quantitative basis for evaluation. In these cases the stronger of the two studies is that of Alpatov and Nastiukova'14 as a result of clearer focus, more powerful study design, enhanced statistical power, and inclusion of hypothesis testing. However, the Alpatov and Nastiukova study164 was limited to only 24 h of observation after u.v. exposure, whereas the Hinrichs1'0 study followed the paramecia for 3 days.
Despite the obvious differences in study design and the various strengths and limitations of the respective studies, it appears that the data clearly suggest that low doses of u.v. radiation can enhance the rate of cell division in Paramecia. The data of Alpatov and Nastiukova'64 were impressive with respect to the dose range employed and statistical power, while those of Hinrichs160 which were generally consistent with Alpatov and Nastiukova,164 also offers a dose-temporal relationship. Her observation of an initial inhibition followed by a stimulatory response are consistent with the overcompensation stimulatory response of Smith, 83 Colley,"0 Townsend,15' and others. In fact, the low dose stimulatory response reported by Alpatov and Nastiukoval6" was a modest, although statistically significant, response probably because it only included a 24 h period of observation. In the Hinrichs'50 experiment displaying stimulation, the irradiated paramecia had a 5% lower division rate than controls after 24 h. This decrease reversed itself to a stimulatory mode, being some 19 and 38% greater than controls at 2 and 3 days, respectively. Even in the inhibitory response groups the 3rd day displayed a marked acceleration in the division rate over the controls by 40%, although it was insufficient to overcome the earlier inhibitory response.
The findings, while consistent with the concept of low dose stimulation within the context of a compensatory response, would greatly benefit from follow-up experimentation such as a study like that of Alpatov and Nastiukova'64 which included a temporal framework in order to clarify the nature of the dose-response. Nonetheless, these findings, though not conclusive of an hormetic response, were supportive of this relationship as the mid-1930's approached.
It should be noted that the acceleration of division in organisms such as paramecia by small doses of radiation was viewed with skepticism by Kimball nearly two decades later in his generally comprehensive review of the literature of the effects of radiation on protozoa.'65 He cited the well-recognized authority Giese133 in his review of the effect of radiation on cell division as concluding that 'most of the evidence is of questionable significance' with the effects being small and lacking statistical significance. In some cases Kimball'6'5 concluded that Giese133 seemed to accept the validity of several reports of the older literature concerning acceleration by ionizing radiation. Nonetheless, Kimball concluded that 'further investigation seems necessary before accepting stimulation of division by low doses of radiation a real phenomenon."165
The review of Kimball, 16' which was published in a highly authoritative monograph and edited by the renowned Alexander Hollander and therefore given certain enhanced credence, misrepresented the assessment of Giese.133 Giese's133 assessment of the acceleration of biological processes by u.v. radiation was presented on pages [263] [264] [265] with particular attention directed toward u.v. radiation. In his review, Giese was critical and skeptical of the theory of mitogenic rays (i.e., short u.v. radiation emitted from cells that were hypothesized to stimulate other cells to divide more rapidly).133
Human & Experimental Toxicology However, he appeared to be supportive of the findings of others when a defined u.v. source induced acceleration of cell division in a variety of models [i.e., Alpatov and Nastiukova;164 MacDougall;16""62 Hutchinson and Ashton;140 Chase;166'167 Meier;'55 Meier-Chase;"' Sperti et aLJ;"23,24 Loofbourow et al. '28] . In general, the review of Giese"' was quite favorable to the stimulatory hypothesis of low doses of radiation with particular focus on u.v. radiation. Consequently, it was unfortunate that the authoritative review of Kimball165 incorrectly characterized not only the report of Giese133 but also the broader scientific field and thereby undermined the development of research in this area.
Insects
The evidence associating X-ray exposure with the concept of hormesis in insects during the early decades of the 20th century was extremely limited. In fact, the only research that will be discussed in this context is that of Davey,'68169 a researcher at General Electric. Despite the limited relevant studies on insects that alleged hormetic effects during this time period, the studies of Davey'68169 were noted for their unusual quality and remain widely cited references demarcating perhaps one of the first generally convincing earlier experiments presenting evidence consistent with the ionizing radiation hormetic hypothesis.
Perliminary work by Davey'68 explored the effects of a wide range of X-ray doses on the longevity of the confused flour beetle (Tribolium confusum). This was initially assessed by comparing the latency period from the time of a single Xray exposure to death. Davey'69 employed five doses [i.e., 500-8000 milliamperes/min at 25 cm at 50 kilovolts (MAM/25' at 50 KV)] and an unexposed control. To the surprise of the author, the lower dose treatments displayed enhanced survival relative to the controls, thereby prompting a follow-up investigation of this stimulatory phenomenon,'69 the frequently cited reference.
The initial report of Davey'68 was unusual in its attention to detail and in its overall intellectual rigor. For example, since the study used mortality as an endpoint, preliminary experiments assessed and eliminated possible confounding factors such as issues of injury due to overcrowding, high temperature due to overcrowding, presence of NO, due to high voltage connections of the X-ray tubes, effects of air ionization, humidity and other factors. There was also considerable attention given to the development of an effective, reliable and reproducible quantitative X-ray exposure system. The author also incorporated the concept of keeping the technicians blind to the study hypothesis as well as attempting to assess uniformity of age distribution of the beetles across exposure and control groups. The sample size was also substantial, making use of several thousand beetles. Furthermore, Davey,"'8 while not employing hypothesis testing, did attempt to mathematically model the data using regression techniques. It should be remembered that analysis of variance was not discovered and published until 1918, a year after the report of Davey.168 Thus, for the numerous reasons cited above, the findings of Davey16"'"9 attracted both attention and high regard.
In the initial experiments the dose range studied was 500-8000 MAM/25' at 50 KV, as mentioned above. The findings revealed the typical S-shaped mortality curve with no evidence of a stimulatory response. Subsequent experimentation using 1100 beetles assessed the dose range of 100-500 MAM/ 252 at 50 KV. This experiment confirmed that the minimum dose needed to kill all the beetles was 500 MAM/252 at 50 KV, but the curves for 100 and 200 MAM/25' at 50 KV displayed a death rate lower than that observed in the controls. It was this finding that was presented in the 1917 paper by Davey.168 In the follow-up study of Davey,'69 the effects of X-rays on lifespan were assessed following either a single dose, as in the Davey168 study, or via low daily X-ray exposures. In the daily exposure experiment, five doses were employed ranging from 6.25-50 MAM/252 at 50 KV daily, with approximately 950 beetles per group. After 5 months nearly all the beetles had died. The mortality rates indicated that the three lowest groups displayed a 25-40% decrease in mortality by 30 days after the start of the study ( Figure 4A ). The second experiment, using about 850 beetles/group, utilized a single dose involving four doses (100-400 MAM/252 at 50 KV) plus a control ( Figure 4B ). In contrast to the earlier experiments, the author indicated that these beetles were old, with the controls dying by 40 days. As in the earlier experiments the lowest exposed groups again displayed a reduced mortality rate by 20 days after dosing. According to the author, the 1919 experiments provide a 'direct confirmation' of the previous paper. It is interesting to note that Davey'69 referred to the daily X-ray exposure as 'a series of small 'homeopathic' doses, thereby linking the hormetic findings of his work to the medical practice of homeopathy.
Despite the striking and reproducible findings of Davey,1'8"119 it was not until some 40 years later that Cork'70 set forth to reinvestigate the findings of Davey using the same animal model, but using a gamma ray source (Cesium-137) for either single or 
Avian embryos
Several studies have been published concerning the effects of X-rays on the development of the avian embryo.7'-174 While each of the studies reported a stimulatory response, the paper by Gilman and Baetjer'7l did not present any data but rather descriptive findings and conclusions. The remaining three studies provided markedly more information on research methods and were capable of receiving more detailed attention. In the case of Essenbergl72 the effects of X-rays were assessed for several endpoints: incubation period, time to mating for males and females, and number of eggs produced per month. The author used three treatment groups (30 r, 80 r, 400 r) plus a concurrent control with a total of 600 chicken eggs. It is
Human & Experimental Toxicology I History of radiation hormesis I EJ Calabrese and LA Baldwin assumed (but not stated) that there were 150 eggs/ group. No tables or figures were presented, nor were statistical analyses provided. The author claimed that the incubation period varied directly with the X-ray dosage, with the small dosage accelerating development. However, this conclusion appears untenable since the average difference amongst the control and treatment groups is minor (496 h for the controls vs 484 h for the 30r group) and no data are presented on variation in response within a group.
The second avian endpoint that the author claimed was accelerated by X-ray treatment of the eggs was 'time to sexual maturity'. In the case of the female, the average control duration was 167 days, while the irradiated eggs required only 134 days (i.e., about 20% accelerated). In the case of the males, the average control was 75 days, while the irradiated males were 69 days (8% acceleration). In both the male and female cases, the author did not provide information on group specific findings, but combined all irradiated groups. Again, no information on variation in response was provided. While it would appear that these findings merit further experimentation, the lack of adequate presentation of the data does not permit a firm conclusion to be drawn. With respect to egg laying, the author reported an acceleration of this process during early weeks followed by a marked reduction, then later accelerations. As in the case of the previous two endpoint assessments, this one also suffers from lack of data presentation thereby precluding any definitive statement.
In contrast to the data presentation limitations of Essenberg,172 Bless and Romanoffl73l174 offered welldesigned and clearly presented studies in which Xrays were administered to 1200 chick eggs across 21 different doses ranging from 1.5-5000r units. For ease of presentation they combined the 21 doses into 7 r-units (8 -3000 r). The 24 h blastoderm stage displayed evidence that low doses exerted a stimulatory effect (6-25%) regardless of whether the eggs were exposed in cool beakers, shells, or in preheated shells. Despite the stimulatory response at the blastoderm stage, there was a dose-dependent decrease in the hatchability of eggs.
The studies of Bless and Romanoff'73'174 offer clear evidence that the blastoderm stage is differentially affected by X-rays depending on the dose. However, given the generally negative effect on hatching success, it is uncertain what the biological significance of the stimulation is. Of interest were the 172 i poorly reported findings of Essenberg, since it suggested that the developmental processes could be accelerated by low doses of radiation. This finding, while suggestive, represents one area of possible follow-up research some 65 years later.
Human & Experimental Toxicology Salamanders Morphologenetic stimulation Stimulation of morphologenetic processes by X-ray treatment has been reported in regions that possess the capacity to form new limbs and when that capacity has not been suppressed by a relatively large dose of radiation. This observation becomes linked to the Arndt-Schulz Law based on reports that stimulation of target tissue is most commonly observed when the target has received less than the intended dose. Under such circumstances the radiation not only does not suppress limb formation, but even stimulates the formation of new limbs. In fact, Brunst175 reported that animals may grow up to four asymmetrical, but large, hind limbs as well as secondary tails in the salamander. The development of such a radiation-induced secondary tail is what Brunst referred to as the 'zone of stimulation'.175"-This zone is characterized by a great mitotic activity in many cells of the narrow boundary zone of the irradiated field. This zone of stimulation represents a very transitory phenomenon and may be easily missed by investigators if they do not adequately sample tissue over time.
In addition to the temporary stimulation there are also cases of late, long continuing stimulation, possibly resulting from stimulatory influences of disintegration products which were referred to as 'necrohormones' orginating from the inhibition zone (see Caspari; 178 Strelin; 179 Zawarzin; 180 Scheremetjewa and Brunst;18' Brunst and Scheremetje-wal82). In fact, in the case of irradiation of Triton limbs by Brunst and Scheremetjewa,182 the beginning of the new regeneration was observed after a period of reduction. Such observations lead to the tentative conclusion that the stimulatory effect can proceed only after a sufficient quantity of disintegration product has accumulated. This interpretation is remarkably similar to the hypothesis of Stebbing82 that hormesis is an overcompensation to a disruption in homeostasis.
Clinical Immunological responses and clinical perspectives
There is little question that the concept of 'low dose stimulation, high dose inhibition' as embodied in the Arndt-Schulz Law the Arndt-Schulz Law were principally linked to the use of various types of radiation, but especially X-rays. This follows from the timing of the initial reports of Schulz14"15 in the late 1880's and the discovery less than a decade later of the X-ray by Roentgen. Given the immediate scientific/medical interest in the application of X-rays (i.e., 1000 papers were published on it within 1 year of the discovery!) and the relative ease of creating the condition to produce X-rays, there was little doubt that the testing of the Arndt-Schulz Law in clinical practice would be driven by the X-ray. In fact, by 1897 Leopold Freund became the first person to employ X-rays for therapeutic purposes. He also was the first to report the disappearance of inflammatory symptoms following treatment. 185"186 Such activities of Freund ushered in what was to become the beginning of the medical practice of Xrays for therapeutic application, but also the notion that X-ray treatment can include both beneficial and harmful effects, an hypothesis that was soon to be referred to by the phrase 'depending on the dose.'
As early as 1907, Crane demonstrated that the opsonic index (i.e., a mathematical ratio characterizing the ability of white blood cells to kill specific bacteria187) was increased in patients irradiated for infections, an observation that was repeatedly confirmed by well-recognized researchers of that era. 188 193 Such findings lead to the early general conclusion that the bacteriocidal quality of blood was enhanced by small doses of radiation, with the effects peaking some 48-72 h following irradiation. Furthermore, such stimulatory responses on the capacity to opsonize bacteria following low doses of irradiation were consistent with subsequent observations that low doses of X-rays induced reticuloendothelial stimulation likewise at low doses. 194, 195 As Pendergrass and Hodes'96 emphasized, these suggestions of beneficial responses applied to small quantities of irradiation, while heavier doses or repeated smaller doses were observed to be harmful, lead to widespread therapeutic applications.
While the effects of low doses of radiation on normal physiological processes such as opsonization and reticuloendothelial stimulation were noted, radiotherapy was also widely employed for the treatment of various inflammatory conditions such as furuncle (boil), carbuncle (suppurating inflammation of the skin and subcutaneous tissues due to Staphylococci), pyrogenic (pus) infections, pneumonia, trachoma, parotitis, nephritis, and numerous other inflammatory conditions (see reviews by Desjardins '97-201) . In the case of pyrogenic infections, the preponderance of the published data indicate that the majority of patients reported rapid and substantial benefit, that is, pain was markedly reduced within a day. Furthermore, the radiotherapy greatly interrupts the predicted progression of the infection, thereby preventing the need for subsequent clinical interventions. The magnitude of the clinical literature, especially in the early decades of the 20th century, was substantial. For example, the 1926 report of Heidenhain2o2 reviewed some 855 cases with 76% recovering without surgical intervention. The key factors associated with these initial clinical successes of the therapeutic application of X-rays for inflammatory symptoms was both the striking rapidity of improvement and the low nature of the radiation dose. More specifically, a dose of moderately filtered rays ranging from 50-150 r was demonstrated to be highly effective in a large number of cases.186
In the case of pneumonia, the first report of a beneficial response from radiotherapy was given by Musser and Edsall in 1905.203 This involved the case of a delayed pneumonia resolution in which radiation was followed by immediate resolution and recovery (see Desjardin '87) . Within a year, Edsall, who later became dean of the Harvard Medical School and director of Massachusetts General Hospital, and Pemberton reported beneficial responses from radiotherapy for three additional cases in which moderate irradiation of the lungs was soon followed by recovery.204 In 1916 the highly regarded Quimbys verified the above mentioned findings with 12 additional cases of delayed resolution. 205 These authors concluded that 'no pathologic process in the body responds quicker to an X-ray exposure that the nonresolution following pneumonia.' Numerous follow-up confirmatory studies over the next several decades were published demonstrating a comparable beneficial effect of radiotherapy on postoperative pneumonia, as well as on pneumonia unrelated to surgical intervention.
The eye disease, trachoma, which involves the sclerotization of eyelids, was first reported to be cured by X-ray treatment by Mayou206' 207 reporting on the findings of 16 patients. These initial striking results were confirmed and extended by numerous investigators ( Table 2 ). Particularly impressive were the findings of Thielemann, 246 Cochard, 250 and Sabbadini.254 As in the cases of therapeutic application, the beneficial effect is most likely when treatment is administered during the early stages of the disease process.
The issue of what is a low dose has always been problematic. However, in the case of X-ray treatment of inflammatory conditions the guidance offered by Desjardins '97-201 and Borakl86 is informative. They indicate that if the dose needed to cause erythema of the skin is assumed to be 100%, the dose successful in treating inflammatory conditions has been generally less than 50%, and at times even less than 10%. In fact, they emphasize that the results obtained with doses approaching the SED (skin erythema dose) are less successful than those treatments following the lower dose. Given the substantial amount of clinical data indicating a beneficial effect of low doses of X-ray treatment on various inflammatory diseases, a number of speculative discussions ensued during the 1930's and 1940's on the possible underlying mechanisms. It has generally been shown that the beneficial X-ray treatment does not have a direct killing effect on the invading bacteria; consequently, the hypothesis that the X-ray treatment was beneficial because it destroyed the known causative agent was discredited. It has also been shown that X-rays act to enhance the bactericidal capacity of the blood as a result of the stimulation of both antibody production and phagocytosis of the reticuloendothelial system. This low dose stimulatory response hypothesis was challenged by Borak'86 who argued that if the stimulatory hypothesis were correct, one would expect that a beneficial effect should be obtained by radiating any region of the body. However, the X-ray treatment works only when the inflamed site is treated. Thus, if a patient has furuncles on both axillae and only one is irradiated, the irradiated region is the only one that will improve. A third hypothetical mechanism involved the enhanced radiosensitivity of leukocytes. This position was challenged by Borak'86 who claimed that the leukocytes do not decrease in cell number unless the blood forming organs are exposed; that if the effect of X-rays were directly Human & Experimental Toxicology related to leukocyte destruction, their effectiveness would be enhanced as the dose increases, yet clinical practice indicates just the opposite. Furthermore, the neutrophils (polymorphonuclear leukocytes) which are major factors in affecting the inflammatory process are relatively insensitive to Xrays. A fourth hypothesis assigns the principal effects caused by X-rays on inflammatory conditions to effects on the blood vessels. This hypothesis argues that the X-rays caused dilation of the capillaries which increase the permeability of the capillary walls, thereby increasing the entrance of antibodies and phagocytes to the inflamed area(s). The enhanced edema results in an increase in tension of the inflamed area. This provides an opening of the lymphatic capillaries. The dilation of the lymph vessel leads to an increase of their resorptive function. In contrast to the X-ray induced effects on blood capillaries, the arteries and veins become narrowed by the same dose due to the swelling of endothelial cells into the lumen.
According to Borak,'86 a small dose of X-rays is able to produce dilation of the capillaries and a narrowing of the arteries in the inflammation process since the blood vessels exhibit a greater irritability in an inflammatory condition. Thus, a small dose will produce a further enlargement of the capillaries while reducing the dilated arteries to the normal lumen size.
Marked success was reported by Kelly and Dowell2"9,26 in the treating of patients with gas bacillus infections and/or acute peritonitis. Such success had been initially reported by Kelly255 as early as 1931 based on a presentation at the Radiological Society of North America. These authors used doses of 75 r per day for two days i (150 r total). These findings were substantiated by Dowdy and Sewell,266 Merritt et al.,267 and Cantril and Buschke.268 Prior to the 1930's the mortality rate for gas gangrene had been > 50% along with substantial amputations. However, with the adoption of X-ray therapy the mortality rate and the need for tissue removal markedly decreased ( Figure 5 ).
This brief review of the clinical literature concerning the beneficial aspects of X-ray therapy is based on numerous studies over the initial four decades of the 20th century. The clinical research was conducted at the most prestigious medical institutions in Europe and the United States and was published in the most mainstream and leading journals in the field. For example, the critical reviews by Desjardins, Chief Radiologist at the Mayo Clinic, were published in the journals Radiology, the Journal of the American Medical Association, and the New England Journal of Medicine'97 201 Likewise, the review by Borakl86 was published in Radiology, that of Pendergrass and Hodes'96 in the American Journal of Roentgenology, and that of Taliaferro and Taliaferro78 in the Journal of Immunology.
The findings of the clinical researchers, especially in the early years of the 20th century, were often criticized because of the lack of rigorously designed blind clinical trials that are typically conducted today. However, this criticism was often mitigated by the citation of multiple animal model Figure 5 Mortality rate since X-ray therapy was introduced in 1928. Note: mortality associated with patients receiving surgery, serum, and one or more X-ray treatments unless indicated otherwise; (*) indicates mortality associated with patients receiving surgery, serum, and three or more X-ray treatments; and (* *) indicates mortality associated with patients receiving three or more X-ray treatments with no surgery or serum treatments. Reports: 1933=Kelly;255 1936a=Kelly;z 1936b=Kelly and Dowell;2 8 and 1938=Kelly et al. ; 264 1940=Kelly and Dowell259 studies that supported the clinical investigations as well as the sheer magnitude of consistent findings from clinical investigations by multiple independent investigators.
While the weight of evidence strongly favored a causal relationship of the X-ray treatments and the range of beneficial effects, the issue of whether the response is consistent with the hormetic hypothesis is difficult to resolve within the context of epidemiological studies since often only one dose is evaluated in clinical settings. In the case of the therapeutic use of X-rays to treat a wide range of inflammatory diseases, it appears fairly conclusive that there was a low dose benefit, high dose toxicity, thereby being consistent with the hormetic perspective.
Two papers by Glenn269,270 provided the capacity to more formally assess the capacity of X-rays to affect immunological parameters with respect to the hormesis evaluation index, and thereby afford the possibility of providing an experimental corroboration of the above cited clinical observations. The initial study by Glenn269 was of a preliminary nature in assessing the effects of X-rays on the phagocytic capacity of rabbits exposed to hemolytic Staphyloccus aureus. Of particular relevance to the hormesis hypothesis was that Glenn used five treatments plus a concurrent control. In this experiment there was a clear low dose stimulation (6.5-fold) followed by a sharp return toward control value as the dose increased. In the follow-up study,270 nine doses were employed along with the concurrent control. As in the pilot experiment, there was a low dose stimulation of sevenfold followed by a return to control value as the dose increased.
While the collective findings clearly support the perspective that low doses of X-rays have a marked and reproducible therapeutic benefit to patients with various inflammatory diseases, there was still debate even among supportive researchers on how to interpret such findings. More specifically, there were two schools of thought concerning interpretation of the beneficial response. While both agree that functional activity followed low dose X-ray treatment, they markedly differed with respect to the mechanism involved. In the case of Fraenkel and his followers, it was believed that small doses of radiation cause a direct stimulation. In contrast, Holzknecht and Pordes argue that the X-ray treatment causes stimulation via a depressing factor which then releases the cells from a restraining influence.'83 '184 These different perspectives on hormesis have been periodically noted over the past century. The Holzknecht and Pordes perspective is highly consistent with subsequent reports of Hektoen'92 and Bloom and Jacobson271 who, also studying X-ray effects on biological systems, concluded that the 'stimulation was an example of reparative overcompensation after initial damage.'
Discussion
This review has demonstrated that the hypothesis that is today called radiation hormesis has been evaluated by numerous investigators, using highly diverse plant and animal models over the initial decades of the 20th century. Particularly noteworthy were the highly consistent findings of a low dose stimulation, high dose inhibition for an exceptionally wide range of plant species. Likewise, convincing evidence of hormetic response were seen in the research on various fungal species, protozoans, algae and insects. While some of the findings would be considered inadequate or even poor by current standards, many other supportive experimental findings would be considered quite impressive even today. As in the case with that observed with historical features of chemical hormesis," these observations of low dose stimulation were usually quite unexpected. For example, the observations of Davey168"69 that low doses of X-rays enhanced longevity in the confused flour beetle were at first totally unexpected, but then highly reproducible in subsequent confirmatory experimentation. In fact, this type of process of initially observing an unexpected stimulatory response with follow-up confirmation and extension of the hormetic finding is a general feature of the database of the early decades of the 20th century. This combination of unexpected initial observation and reproducibility are important factors enhancing the credibility of the hormetic hypothesis, since they speak both to a lack of bias on behalf of such investigation and to the consistency of the initial observations. The assessment also reveals that a large number of reports of hormetic-like findings were conducted by highly prestigious investigators, residing at some of the most outstanding research institutions in Europe, the United States and Japan, and published in the leading journals of that period, such as the Journal of the American Medical Association, the New England Journal of Medicine, and the Journal of Immunology.
Of particular importance is that the stimulatory responses were remarkably similar across the various biological models evaluated following exposure to various types of radiation with respect to stimulatory dose range, maximum stimulatory response, and distance of maximum stimulatory response to the threshold for toxicity (NOAEL). In fact, such responses were also highly consistent with that observed with the developing chemical hormesis database, as well. Further, the stimulatory response was often seen after an initial inhibitory response, thereby suggesting an overcompensation response to an initial disruption in homeostasis.
Despite the extensive earlier findings of a low dose stimulation, high dose inhibition to radiation exposure in numerous models, including humans, the belief that radiation hormesis was a general biological phenomenon came to be severely questioned in the mid 1930's and eventually became a marginalized hypothesis at best, and often the source of ridicule. Given the substantial initial scientific foundations of the hormetic hypothesis in the biological and medical sciences, it is important to consider how the concept of radiation hormesis evolved into a nearly forgotten concept, being ignored by leading radiological and toxicological texts, never the subject of technical sessions at society conferences, and with no place in the curriculum of toxicologists and biomedical scientists. The following article will explore the basis of the remarkable fall of the hormetic hypothesis from that of mainstream theory to an historical footnote and whether this was a justified demotion or whether a bona fide biological hypothesis with potentially profound toxicological and societal implications was inappropriately marginalized. 
